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Improvement of Pattern Null Depth and Width Using a
Curved Array With Two Subarrays for CRPA Systems

Gangil Byun, Hosung Choo, and Sunwoo Kim

Abstract—This communication proposes a curved array split into two
subarrays to improve the pattern null depth and width for controlled
reception pattern antenna (CRPA) systems. The proposed array con-
sists of a single reference element at the center and two subarrays that
are arranged on a spherical coverture. To consider both signal process-
ing and electromagnetic (EM) perspectives, array patterns are calculated
by using a microstrip patch antenna in conjunction with a constraint
least-mean-square (LMS) algorithm. The proposed array shows significant
improvement in the pattern null depth and width compared to a uniformly
distributed circular array.

Index Terms—Adaptive antenna array, antenna array, CRPA array,
GPS antenna, null steering array.

I. INTRODUCTION

A controlled reception pattern antenna (CRPA) array is widely used
for a global positioning system (GPS) to suppress interference by
steering pattern nulls toward interference sources. In this null steering
operation, array weights are updated in accordance with a space-time
adaptive processing (STAP) algorithm that minimizes the output power
of the array. Since the array should be capable of tracking GPS satel-
lites in both azimuth and elevation, a uniform circular array (UCA)
has been a suitable configuration in many applications. However, the
planar arrangement of the UCA results in a low signal-to-interference-
plus-noise ratio (SINR) at low elevations because of its poor null
steering performance. For this reason, many adaptive algorithms have
been developed to improve the SINR by determining the optimum
array weights from a signal processing perspective, as in [1]−[4].
Much effort has also been made by applying various design approaches
for individual array elements to improve their radiation characteristics
from an electromagnetic (EM) perspective [5]–[8]. These two per-
spectives have been combined in [9]; however, this communication is
mainly focused on how the spherical curvature of the array affects the
SINR performance, and there has not yet been an in-depth analysis on
array patterns to improve the null steering performance.

In this communication, the null steering performance is improved
by splitting the CRPA array into two subarrays arranged on a spheri-
cal curvature. The proposed array is composed of a single reference
element and two subarrays having eight auxiliary elements, and its
configuration is adjusted by element positions, array radius, and the
array curvature. The first subarray is designed to have more antenna
elements compared with the second subarray to minimize the null
steering ambiguity for all azimuth angles, and the second array is
designed to have a larger aperture size for maximizing the null steering
resolution. To consider both signal processing and EM perspectives,
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we calculate the array pattern using a microstrip patch antenna,
as proposed in [10], in conjunction with a constrained least-mean-
square (LMS) algorithm, as presented in [11]. The suitability of the
proposed array is evaluated by comparing its null steering perfor-
mance with an eight-element UCA with a center reference element.
The results demonstrate that the proposed array improves the null
steering performance by forming deeper and sharper nulls, even for
low-elevation interference sources.

II. PROPOSED ARRAY CONFIGURATION

A. Design Parameters

Fig. 1 shows the design parameters of the proposed array having
nine identical antennas whose reflection coefficient is −13.1 dB with
bore-sight gain of −0.5 dBic and a half power beam width of 92◦ [9].
The array consists of a single reference element at the top of a sphere
with a radius of rs and eight auxiliary elements that are arranged in two
circular subarrays. The radii of the two subarrays are denoted as r1 and
r2 and are defined in (1). The heights of the subarrays are expressed
as h1 and h2, and their definitions are shown in (2). These values are
varied by adjusting values of θ1 and θ2, which are also used to define
the surface curvature of the array, as shown in (3).{

r1 = rs sin θ1
r2 = rs sin (θ1 + θ2)

(1){
h1 = rs (1− cos θ1)
h2 = rs (1− cos (θ1 + θ2))

(2)

k =
θ1 + θ2
r2

(3)

In addition, the angular positions of the auxiliary elements are
determined by the parameters of φ1, φ2, . . . , and φ8, as illustrated
in Fig. 1(b). Fig. 2 shows an eight-element UCA with a center
reference element that has been commonly used in many CRPA appli-
cations because of its wide pattern scanning range in both azimuth
and elevation. The null steering performance of this UCA configura-
tion is compared to that of the proposed configuration in conjunction
with a CRPA system whose detailed descriptions are specified in the
following chapter.

B. Implementation of a CRPA System

To estimate the null steering performance, we built a CRPA system
using the constraint LMS algorithm proposed in [10]. The algorithm
iteratively updates array weights to minimize the output power of the
array without a priori knowledge of the interference direction. It is
assumed that 10 GPS L1 satellites exist in the upper hemisphere,
whose positions were obtained from a commercial GPS receiver placed
on a rooftop of a building (height = 13m, Pangyo, Korea) in clear
weather (temperature: 27.5◦C, humidity: 62.6%), and their average
power incident to the array aperture is about −130 dBm [12]. In addi-
tion, the noise floor of the system is −104.5 dBm, which implies that
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is about −20 dB with an antenna gain
of 5 dBic. It is also assumed that an independent interference signal
arrives at an elevation angle (θEL) of 15◦ for all azimuth directions,
and its peak power is −50 dBm over the frequency range from 1.45
to 1.65 GHz. This interference signal is then suppressed by the null
steering process to calculate the pattern null depth and width, which
are defined as follows:

Cost 1 = |Gfin (θ, φ)−Gini (θ, φ)| (4)

Cost 2 = |Ωupper − Ωlower|Gfin=−20 dBic (5)
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Fig. 1. Proposed array configuration. (a) Design parameters. (b) Antenna
arrangement.

Fig. 2. UCA configuration.

where Gini indicates the initial array gain value in dBic at each
interference direction before the adaptive process, and Gfin denotes
the final array gain value in the same direction after the null steer-
ing process. The null width is defined as the angular difference

TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF ARRAY CONFIGURATIONS

Fig. 3. Null depth variation according to LMS nulling iterations.

between two points (Ωupper, Ωlower) of a null steering pattern
satisfying Gfin = −20 dBic, which was determined by consider-
ing the processing gain of the system. The pattern null depth and
width are evaluated for independently located interference sources at
φ = 0◦, 30◦, . . . , and 330◦, and their average values are used for
cost functions to find the optimum element positions, array radius,
and curvature using a genetic algorithm (GA), as introduced in [13].
Table I shows the optimized design parameters of the proposed array
in comparison with the UCA configuration. Since the cost values were
averaged for all interference directions, evenly distributed arrays were
obtained after a large number of GA iterations. In addition, the second
subarray of the proposed configuration was optimized to be more than
twice as large as the first subarray, and the two subarrays were arranged
on a curved surface with the curvature of 5.3. This curvature allows the
array to have a height difference of h2 = 25.7mm between the center
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Fig. 4. Comparison of array patterns after null steering. (a) UCA configura-
tion. (b) Proposed array configuration. (c) Proposed array configuration with
no second array.

reference element and the second subarray, which improves the null
steering resolution at low elevation angles. To verify the suitability of
this configuration, it was compared to a UCA having the same number
of elements and the same aperture size in the next section.

III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Fig. 3 shows a variation in the pattern null depth according to the
LMS iteration at θEL = 15◦. The average null depth of the proposed
array, presented by a solid line, is about 71.2 dB and is improved by

Fig. 5. Comparison of array pattern nulls.

Fig. 6. Variations in the null depth and width according to aperture radius.

4.8 dB compared to the UCA configuration as denoted by a dashed
line. The proposed array was further evaluated by varying the eleva-
tion angle of interference sources from θEL = 0◦ to θEL = 30◦, and it
was verified that the array shows consistently deeper null depths com-
pared to the UCA configuration. Fig. 4 presents a comparison of array
patterns after the null steering process when an interference source is
located at φ = 150◦ and θEL = 15◦. The source position is specified
by a circle, and the satellite positions are shown as square markers. As
can be seen in Fig. 4(a), the UCA configuration forms an undesired
null at around θ = 60◦ that lowers the power of satellite signals at
lower elevations. On the other hand, the proposed array forms a much
sharper null compared to the UCA configuration and barely affects
the array patterns in the directions of the satellites. Fig. 4(c) shows a
null steering pattern of the proposed configuration without the second
array. It is provided to explain that the sharper null width was achieved
by adding the second array with the larger aperture size. A significant
improvement can also be found in Fig. 5 that compares azimuth pat-
terns at θEL = 15◦. The proposed configuration shows that the final
array gain in the direction of the interference source is improved by
7.9 dB compared to the UCA configuration, and the pattern null width
is also improved from 83.0◦ to 24.4◦ by adding the second array as
discussed in Fig. 4.

The proposed array configuration is further evaluated by observing
the variations in the pattern null depth and width according to its aper-
ture radius, as shown in Fig. 6. In this evaluation, the curvature is fixed
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at 5.3, and the values of θ1 and θ2 are adjusted in relation to (3). The
results show that the pattern null width is reduced by the increased
aperture radius; however, the pattern null depth tends to be increased
as the aperture size becomes larger. Thus, the optimum aperture radius
can be found within the range 9–10 cm, which includes the optimum
array radius of the proposed array configuration.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have investigated the curved array split into two subarrays to
improve the null steering performance for CRPA systems. The pro-
posed array is composed of a single reference element at the center
and two subarrays that are placed on the spherical curvature. Both
signal processing and EM perspectives were taken into account by
calculating array patterns using a microstrip patch antenna in con-
junction with the constraint LMS algorithm. The optimum element
positions, array radius, and array curvature were found by optimizing
the pattern null depth and width, and the suitability of the proposed
array was evaluated by comparing its null steering performance with
the UCA configuration. The results demonstrated that the pattern null
depth and width of the proposed array were improved by 4.8 dB and
58.6◦, respectively, for low-elevation interference sources.
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A Simple Transformation for Near-Singular Integrals
on Curvilinear Elements

Haobo Yuan, Zhijun Wang, Xiaojie Dang, and Nan Wang

Abstract—It is difficult to evaluate the near-singular four-dimensional
integrals in the Galerkin magnetic-field integral equations (MFIE), espe-
cially for the curvilinear elements. This communication presents a hyper-
bolic transformation to cancel the near singularities in the 1/R2 kernel
on curved quadrilateral elements, which is addressed theoretically and
numerically. This method has a much simpler formula than the so-called
DIRECTFN method, and its convergence rate may be much faster than
the latter. This is demonstrated by evaluating the near-singular integral of
a sharp-edged structure composed of two curvilinear quadrilaterals.

Index Terms—Curvilinear quadrilateral, magnetic-field integral
equation (MFIE), near singularity, transformation.

I. INTRODUCTION

An accurate and efficient integration of a 1/R2 near-singular
kernel on curved surface is the prerequisite for the higher order
moment method [1], [2] solution to the magnetic-field integral equa-
tion (MFIE). A number of schemes have been developed to handle
the near singularity on flat triangle elements [3]–[12], whereas the
literature about the near singularity on curved triangles or curved
quadrilaterals is scarce [13], [14]. Obviously, the schemes for curved
elements are much more difficult than that for flat elements, and the
former is not a ready extension of the latter.

The impedance of the MFIE formulation is a four-dimensional inte-
gral composed of an inner surface integral over the source element
and an outer surface integral over the observation element. When the
source element coincides with the observation element, there is a 1/R
singularity in the integrand of the inner surface integral, which is often
handled by singularity subtraction methods for flat triangle elements
[3], [14], or variable transformations for curved elements [15]–[17].
Although these transformations are suitable for the singularity when
the observation point is right on the source element, they are not
suitable for the near singularity when the observation point is just
very close to the source element. This near singularity arises when
the source element shares a common edge with the observation ele-
ment. There is not only a 1/R2 near singularity in the integrand of the
inner surface integral, but also a weak logarithmic singularity in the
integrand of the outer surface integral [5].
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